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Richard Barnes, Editor-in-chief – Cleverdis

EDITORIAL / CONTENTS

Cleverdis has, for a number of years now, been tracking the path of the market for Out of Home
Digital Media. Today, the sector is starting to mature, and while some “fly-by-nights” drop in and
out and most major display manufacturers are “smelling blood”, very few companies have become
really firmly established in the market. To this end, when looking for a service provider that is solid
and can advise on an installation based on past experience, the choice is pretty narrow.
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One of the drivers for the OOH Digital Media market has been in the Banking and Financial sector,
where products and services have become very much commodity items over the past few years. It
has, in this sense, been increasingly difficult to apply classic marketing principles to them, as could
be the case with other value-added services. Because of this, we have noted the emergence of more
complex and sophisticated marketing plans, mobilising a vast range of tools and techniques
aiming to gain new business. Segmentation and demographics must be taken into account for
marketing campaigns that are becoming increasingly targeted. With a goal of producing concrete
results, marketing needs to be linked to analytical and operational CRM, as well as to sales
evaluation tools. Because of this marketing directors have been turning to new media more and
more. The most modern form of communication uses the Internet as a means of delivery and
interactivity with in-store or “on location” screens. This form of marketing is without doubt the most
powerful today, being in fact what one could describe as “point of decision” marketing. In this
field, ScreenRed, a division of John Ryan, is at the forefront of new ideas... not just to do with
messaging, but through fulfilling a consulting role when it comes to the art of retail marketing. The
fact that ScreenRed are not simply digital signage service providers, but are in fact part of a
marketing consultancy, puts them in an entirely different ballpark. This SPECIALreport gives a
detailed overview of what sets ScreenRed apart in the market, and just how their services can add
value to your offering in a unique manner. With an early beginning in pure retail, then developing
major strengths in the financial sector, today ScreenRed are applying their successful techniques to
a much broader spectrum of companies. Their services are indeed becoming part and parcel of
an increasing number of cutting-edge global marketing campaigns. The following pages explain
why...

3. Market Insight – Interview with Nancy Radermecher, President
4. Avoiding the Pitfalls – ScreenRed Survey
6. Developing a System that Works – Interview with Brian J. Douglas, Director
of Business Development & Marketing
8. Digital Signage: From Humble Beginnings to an Exciting Future! – Gary
Madgwick, Chief Technical Officer
10. Vertical Markets: Developing New Communication Solutions – Interview
with Stephen Fernandez, Product Director
12. Success Breeds Success… – Case Studies
14. Strength Through Great Partnerships
15. Conclusion by Gérard Lefebvre, President & Founder – Cleverdis
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Interview with Nancy Radermecher, President
Coming from a Point of Sale Marketing background, Nancy Radermecher has been President of
John Ryan – ScreenRed’s mother company – for 20 years, giving her a unique insight into the
evolution of the Out of Home Digital Media market. We asked Nancy to tell us the story of
ScreenRed and John Ryan…
The company was established in 1980 in the United States and our initial mission was to provide
Point of Sale marketing support for American chain retailers with between three hundred and a
thousand stores, so the company had its roots in traditional consumer retailing. About 6 years into
the business our owner wondered if some of those same techniques couldn’t apply to the retail
financial services industry. We thus instigated some pilot projects in the financial services sector using
classic PoS marketing techniques and the results were excellent right from the start! Because this was
such a unique niche, we have honed our specialisation between then and today and while we have
never stopped working in retail, financial services have been our point of differentiation for many
years. As early as 1994 we were already implementing fairly large sized multimedia marketing
networks in banks both in Europe and the United States and that’s what drove us into this industry...
it was really serving our banking clients’ requirements. Both in Europe and the United States the
financial services industry is now leading the market for applications in digital signage for a variety
of reasons.

What is your vision for the digital signage market in the short to medium term?

What is your long-term vision of this industry?
I think it will consolidate quite a bit. A lot of players in the industry have approached it from a
software angle and I think that it will play itself out quite quickly. I don’t think it’s about software as
much as it’s about understanding how to leverage the unique properties of the media to build a better
store experience... I really believe that. To that extent it’s not uniquely about content either. It’s about
how content and infrastructure can come together with the technical capabilities of multimedia
marketing to do more relevant things for the consumer at the point of sale.

How do you see the UK market evolving compared to others in Europe?
I think the UK market of all the
European markets is the most
sophisticated, even from a retailing
practises viewpoint... so it’s no
surprise that it is in Out of Home
Digital Media as well. There is a lot
of experimentation but there is still no
example yet of something really
standing out... of somebody having
completely mastered all of what’s
possible in multimedia marketing.

www.cleverdis.com

MARKET INSIGHT

As we were in traditional PoS marketing our emphasis has always been on the “total store
experience” and integrating PoS marketing tactics into a total store sales and service strategy.
Multimedia offers the retailer a richness of communication that they couldn’t possibly achieve with
other means and we are exploring new and innovative ways of embedding the unique properties of
multimedia to make a better store experience. Multimedia isn’t an end in its own right but it enables
us to deliver more up to the minute and more contextually relevant in-store communications than we
ever could before. It enriches the in-store experience and that’s always our starting point versus
looking at this as an out-of-home billboard.
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Avoiding the Pitfalls
ScreenRed Survey

Navigating the Minefield

Non-scaleable Software

While the organisation of a digital
signage project, the creation of
content and the economic models
can be minefields in themselves, it
is often the technical side – the
software solution selected and
hardware – that complicate
matters. They are often found to
be too limited in their functionality
to be capable of meeting the
needs of the user and the content
they wish to distribute. Here, we
have a look at some of the pitfalls
to avoid when embarking upon a
new project.

If a project manager can not guarantee
that their digital signage software can
grow with the network of sites and
screens, changing the whole system
because the initial software is unable to
cope can have huge financial
consequences. What works for a 2 or
3 site pilot may not automatically work
for a full roll-out. Even if the system can
physically cope with thousands of
players, solutions that look good at the
start can develop huge ongoing costs
in both time and money by not scaling
easily.

ScreenRed Survey
Several surveys have been done recently
in the attempt to put figures on the Out of
Home Digital Media market, and what
motivates people to get into it. In an
interesting move, ScreenRed has recently
commissioned a different kind of survey
by Cleverdis examining the main pitfalls
experienced by installers and project
managers when getting their project up
and running. Here are some of the
pitfalls noted during the survey…
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Inflexible Method of Updating
Flexible access to the intelligence and
control system is vital. A major setback
can arise if content distribution is not
web-based and does not permit
management access except via certain
departments and at certain times. As a
result, getting the right information on
the right screen at the right time – with
this restraint – can be particularly
problematic. Content templates should
provide local or regional users with an
easy means to tailor messages to their
local markets. They should enable this
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multimedia channels as well as a
separate audio channel (ambient music
or radio). It should also support an
unlimited number of screens, reducing
per-site investment, “future-proofing” for
the addition of new content channels or
features.

Content

“local” manipulation while providing
suitable safeguards against inadvertent
mistakes by inexperienced users whilst
at the same time minimising the burden
on the administrators and main users. A
system should also be flexible enough
that a central user can direct content to
any site that matches certain
characteristics (for example language,
locality, size or demographics).
Attributes should be able to be added
at any time. It is only by having an easy
and quick way to localise and target
content to relevant screens at
appropriate times that a large digital
signage network can progress from
being a simple piece of in-store
decoration to a powerful and highly
targeted marketing communication tool.

happen to any digital signage network
is having blank screens in the client
domain of a site. It is a fact of life that
hardware will fail (normally at the worst
possible moment) but by using standard
off-the-shelf hardware you can often be
back up and running much quicker.

Multiple channels per player
If your player is limited to feeding only
one or even two channels, there could
be a great add-on to costs later if each
site needs multiple and different
channels of content... today a player
should be able to support several

Once the technical issues have been
taken care of, one common problem is
the lack of preparation in terms of
content and what is actually going to be
shown on all those new screens. Clients
often do not realise that in order to keep
the project alive and to take advantage
of all its communication capabilities there
needs to be a team or group to assume
responsibility for this. This group can be
a mixture of internal and external
agencies. If possible it is important that
whoever works on producing the content
has already had exposure to digital
signage. Experience in other forms of
advertising, for example TV, does not
always translate seamlessly across to
digital signage. Along with the technical
solution, your digital signage service
provider should be able to help and
advise on how to get the most out of the
system.

Touchy!
Another really big problem is that people
manipulate the screens. They turn them
off, try to select another source, or think
that the screen is a normal TV. No system
can really protect you from this, but
having a simple way of remotely
proactively monitoring and managing
your network can be a big help.

PC and delivery method
Systems where specific types of PCs or
proprietary hardware are required can
create extra costs (especially in terms of
support) and setbacks. A system should
integrate easily with the existing IT
infrastructure, with no proprietary
hardware
and
no
separate
maintenance agreements. Delivery
should be possible by any method.
One of the worst things that can
www.cleverdis.com
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Developing a System That Works
Interview with Brian J. Douglas
Director of Business Development & Marketing
Brian is responsible for Marketing within John Ryan. He most recently ran his own Marketing Consultancy
for over four years, and prior to this worked at Nortel as Director of Marketing, Industry Solutions, and
at Unisys looking after Marketing for Southern Europe. Brian has a BCom in Business from Edinburgh
University, a Diploma in Grocery Marketing, Diploma in Marketing, Masters in Marketing from
Greenwich University, is a Chartered Marketer and most recently completed a Programme in
Management Development from IESE Business School.

Could you please give us an overview of the key points
people should take into account when developing a system
that works?
There are several key points to take into account. A
successful pilot is one thing, but when a roll-out extends to a
large number of sites, things can go very differently. Currently
there are over 200 suppliers in the marketplace for digital
signage solutions; some have been proven and some
haven’t. Unfortunately a lot of companies looking at digital
signage don’t always study what’s behind the pricing, and
cheap and cheerful normally means that when a network
starts to grow to a large number, the software will not keep
up. It is vital for a company to look behind any pricing...
asking for references, looking at sites, and investigating how
a system performs in real life situations. This sorts the wheat
from the chaff. Additionally the required resources to manage
a digital signage system need careful consideration – what
might appear to be straightforward and simple can transform

into a veritable sponge for company resources when size or
complexity is added to the network: we currently have one
client for whom we manage a network of over 1,000 sites
(where content is updated on a daily basis) with three
channels per site and each site having one unique channel,
and we only have one person working part-time. This is an
example of a low total cost of ownership that few solutions
can match. ScreenRed calls its system the “Digital Marketing
Platform”, so it’s not just digital signage – we’re coming from
a marketing background. Indeed, we’ve taken the approach
of bottom-up rather than top-down. We first developed our
system based on specific customer requirements 17 years
ago and have gone on to develop it further from there,
based on the feedback from that customer and many others
over the years about what they wanted to do with digital
signage.

How important is it for a company looking at doing a digital
signage project to get advice from someone who knows
exactly what type of content they should put on the screen...
for example, should it be in-store TV or simple messaging etc?
While external input is important in giving some direction,
the true value in a digital signage project stems from a clear
and defined strategy from within the company. Unless that
company is going to employ an outside agency to develop,
manage and come up with ideas on a long term basis, the
moment the agency steps back from the project, the
company will find it hard to continue along that route, having
their own ideas and developing their own content.
What has originally been put on the screens has to keep
moving... keeping the content fresh is very important. Most
of our clients actually change their content on a daily basis.
This is crucial to ensure that customers look at the screens and
refer to them for new product information, new service
information and any further developments the company
wants to communicate to them.
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But your system does more than that...
Absolutely... A lot of solutions on the market claim to be
scaleable and robust, but at the end of the day, very few of
them are actually able to capture customer feedback at pointof-sale. Interactivity is still something that is very new to this
marketplace, but which is today extremely important and
useful. Some companies are trying to play catch-up, but we
already had interactivity in our platform 17 years ago! I look
at interactivity as a kind of “perpetual customer learning tool”
for a company. Without this valid feedback from customers,
it is much more difficult for a marketing person, or anyone
managing content, to know which route to take... to know
what customers actually think about the content they are
showing. So it’s a virtuous circle with this constant flow of
information. Different types of questionnaires can be pushed
out on a daily basis, and then on analysing the results, one
can constantly improve and tailor-make messages, services
and offers. We have the example of a customer who, at
board level, could not decide the new look and feel of a
credit card, and for about six months, the board was split
between a number of colour proposals that their agency had
put forward. The marketing director finally decided they
should use their ScreenRed digital infrastructure. In a number
of branches they asked customers to vote on an array of
different looks and feels for this particular card. Within one
day they already had received thousands of responses
confirming what customers preferred. From one day to the
next they went from in-fighting in the boardroom to having a
clear preference for the look and feel of the credit card which
was subsequently launched very quickly and had a large
take-up by the customers. By missing key feedback from
customers, you have to rely on suppositions, or if you do wish
to embark upon questionnaires, it involves employing people
to actually get the information. As a rule, people don’t like to
be questioned in public, but will happily proffer the
information by pressing a few buttons on an interactive
screen. The information is captured very easily, with very little
potential for error or misinterpretation.

What differentiates ScreenRed?
We’ve been around for 17 years. There are not many
companies that can actually state that. Secondly, we did
build our solution from the bottom up, based on customer
requirements, rather than a system that was developed from
a technical viewpoint only. Many solutions boast scaleability
and robustness, but we have 17 years of proof. Some of the
largest networks in the financial sector run our platform.
Another thing I could say is that a lot of our competitors’
solutions are “out of the box” software platforms. Ours is a
flexible one, and we built in this flexibility for a number of
reasons: needs evolve – while a company has a set view
about a project at the outset, over time, this tends to change
as they gain a better understanding of what they can do with
a tool like this. Having a platform that is open and flexible is
www.cleverdis.com

integral in adapting to specific customer’s requirements. This
keeps the relationship with the customer going and also
means they will not have to continue making sizeable
investments just to bring themselves up to date. We can do
that work for them. Last but not least, since our platform’s
inception, it has never gone down. It has been running
constantly for 9 million minutes... something few products or
solutions in any environment can claim!

Let’s look at country specifics now... Different countries have
different styles. How would you situate the UK in this respect
and how do you see it evolving?
Within Europe, the UK is certainly the largest, most
developed and most sophisticated market in the digital
signage sector. The problem with the UK however is that
there have been both good and bad stories, and
unfortunately the bad stories are the ones that rise to the fore.
Here, the media like to hold onto a bad story rather than
focus on the better ones. One unfortunate experience with a
major retail TV network did really hold back a number of
other retailers from making any big investments in digital
signage. So while it is the most developed, a lot of the
potential has been held back by one bad experience which
is currently being put right anyway.
Cleverdis SPECIALreport • January 2008
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Digital Signage: From Humble
Beginnings to an Exciting Future!
Gary Madgwick
Chief Technical Officer
Since 1991, Gary has led ScreenRed’s technology and digital
marketing development, fully managing the design, integration,
content distribution and administration of new technology applications
in sites in North America, Europe, Africa and Asia. Gary’s career
background is focused in aerospace and broadcast industries. His
early career was with British Aerospace during which time he
combined a number of roles, including system design and testing for
the Concorde advanced flight deck, Airbus, VC10 Tanket, Harrier
Jump Jet and Tornado projects. Later, at Alphameric PLC, he was a
founding member of the service organisation that managed data and
live satellite broadcast networks. Information systems clients included
Kleinwort Benson, Barclays and Prudential. Satellite business TV clients
included BMW, Norwich Union, Digital and Land Rover.

Gary Madgwick has a unique vision
of Out of Home Digital Media
solutions having been at the “technical
heart” of digital signage for almost
two decades. To gain an insight on the
evolution of the market, Gary takes us
on a trip through time...
Humble beginnings: The first thing I can
remember was NAPLUS… graphic chips
that drew polygons on a screen in such a
way that they built up a picture. The first
company I remember using this was the
Halifax Building Society in the UK.
Advertisements were played from a
laserdisc player... one that used to play
those big discs.
Initial attempts to advertise: One of the first
times I saw an advertising model tried (one
of many initial trials in the UK) was for
something called Centre-vision. There were
only about 100 screens in the whole of the
UK, so it was practically impossible to
entice advertisers to buy space! Then JPEG
came along as a new graphics standard
and Poster-vision emerged, designed for a
company called Food Town in New
Zealand. This system used a floppy disc
with a graphics display... you plugged the
floppy disc in, it updated the pictures and
you got all your latest offers out there! I went
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out to New Zealand to get a satellite system
working to replace the floppy discs, but then
somewhere along the way, someone
realised there weren’t enough people in all
of New Zealand to support the cost of the
advertising, so that one died as well!! But
the theory was established, and we began
seeing a number of systems running JPEGs
with transition effects. They were updated
using either floppy disc or modems. The
latter ran at 1200 bauds, which was the
fastest you could get, so it took forever to do
the updates!
Welcome to the 90’s: Around 1990,
MPEG1 came along. This enabled you to
play back full-screen video using a standard
386 PC. Generally, the operating system
was still DOS in those days. We actually
built the first MPEG1 system with graphic
and text overlay and had the first
commercially available MPEG1 encoder as
well. In the beginning, it used to work for
about 25 seconds before crashing, which
was very frustrating, because all our ads
were generally 30 seconds! So we spent
around a year designing the board,
building it and getting it tested, and then it
took about a year to get the encoder to
work. But MPEG1 really did enable us to
start doing nice video with graphics
overlays. Another problem with MPEG1
was that it took up about 12 MB per minute
www.cleverdis.com
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of video, which in those days meant you
had to have satellite bandwidth to deliver it,
and that made the whole system very
expensive. I remember that with MPEG1,
there was only ever one piece of video
available: Bon Jovi singing “Young Guns”...
so everybody used to go completely mad
hearing that all the time! Then MPEG2 chips
came along, but basically this was just a
better quality version of MPEG1.
Atari consoles change the face of digital
signage: We started seeing early software
solutions at the time the Atari games console
came out, because it had 3D graphics...
But when this moved to the PC, it was
always a bit tricky because PCs and their
operating systems weren’t very stable,
meaning you always had to write your
software player for specific hardware and
graphics cards. By the time you did this, the
graphics cards weren’t made any more, so
it became a vicious circle. Finally, around
the time of the release of NT4 and
Windows 2000, software-based solutions
started becoming more stable and we
started standardising all the drivers.
XP – The Quantum Leap: When XP came
along, it was the jump that made PCs much
more easy to use because the hardware
became so much more stable. We can buy
any system off the shelf now and make our
system work on it. I can’t remember the last
time we had a hardware conflict of any sort.
More bandwidth – smaller files: Over all
this time, bandwidth has become cheaper
and cheaper. There’s more of it and it’s
become more stable. Delivery mechanisms
have become so much cheaper as well,
and we no longer have to use satellite
delivery. The strange thing is that with recent
video and graphics codecs like WMV9
and Flash, all the content is getting smaller,
so we have more bandwidth but less need
for it! This makes it very easy to run a system
over a network now.
Current state of affairs: Today we have
stable, cheap players, some of which use
only video, and some use technologies like
Flash as well... but what’s lacking is the
experience of running large networks.
Anyone can make a player, because it’s
www.cleverdis.com

reasonably easy to play one piece of
content followed by another and another...
but the difficulty is in the “head-end” where
you programme the systems to govern
what’s going to play and where. When we
made our first system in 1990, it was a
group-based system that allowed us to
separate content that went to the south from
that which went to the north and so on. We
very quickly realised this wasn’t perfect,
because a marketing person might, for
example, want one type of content to go to
all their malls that have an ice cream bar in
them, which we didn’t have a group for. So
that’s why we developed our system to be
able to do what it does. I have seen 200
site networks that have ten people working
12 hours a day just updating content
because the system is inefficient and based
on simple groups, whereas today, we never
have to use more than two people, and we
can localise content very easily. Some very
large companies have great delivery
solutions or player solutions, but they realise
we have a system “in the middle” that
allows you to use those systems. Without
this, what happens is that people often say
‘this is too difficult’ and they simplify what
they send out. The content thus becomes
boring and people don’t watch it... and
advertisers don’t pay for it. It becomes a
vicious circle! So that’s where we have a
real asset at ScreenRed, having more
experience and software that drives the
systems in such a way that we can
individualise content for each site based on
its characteristics.
Improving on a good thing: Even a system
like this can be improved upon, with local
particularities affecting what’s played.
Feedback from devices around the store...
like “footfall counters”, people answering
questions and other store data (what’s been
sold and what hasn’t been sold) can be
collected at a central site. For marketers it’s
like a window on their retail network where
they can see what’s working and what isn’t
and make instant changes. It’s taking the
guesswork out of marketing in real time,
meaning marketers don’t have to try
something and wait three weeks to see
whether it will succeed... just to discover
they’ve just wasted three weeks and it’s just
not going to work!
Cleverdis SPECIALreport • January 2008
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Vertical Markets: Developing New
Communication Solutions
Interview with Stephen Fernandez
Product Director
Stephen is responsible for products and services at John Ryan and ScreenRed. Prior to joining the company
he worked for Cable & Wireless where he was responsible for an international team dealing with all
European connectivity products. Having worked on the integration of acquired companies and major programmes to rationalise the company’s footprint, Stephen brings extensive Product Management,
Development and Change Management skills to the team. Stephen has a degree in Computer Science.

ScreenRed is developing what are in fact applicationspecific developments, not just simple digital signage. Tell us
more about this.
At ScreenRed, our Out of Home Digital Media solutions have
evolved to fit specific needs whether it is enticing more
people into a building or simply increasing sales... not just
simply delivering messages per se. Digital signage has the
potential to be so much more than just pushing out adverts or
announcements. The idea has been to develop particular
applications and solutions where digital signage is the
methodology used in order to deliver content, but where the
content is part of a much broader marketing plan.

Could you give us some examples?
Of course... For any real estate agent for example, the shop
front is all-important. Most of them already have screens
showing some of the properties they have on board, and it
is this shop front that is probably their major asset. So the

10
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idea is to create new shop fronts in different locations to
increase their reach without necessarily investing in new
premises and new staff. You could, for example, install a
digital display in another local shop, which doesn't have to
be related in any way to the estate agents. Via an interactive
screen, people can search for a property through a series of
questions, following which a printer prints out the information
then and there. The shop where you put it, the local Coop
or 7/11 for example, receives an incentive fee from the
estate agent.

So here, the key comes from the interactivity…
Yes, there is absolutely no point in having just a loop in
another location simply showing the properties that you may
have on the market and saying, "Come and see us on the
high street". Why on earth would a Coop or a local 7/11
put your screens in their premises unless there was some way
of rewarding them for every lead or sale they generate?

www.cleverdis.com
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There has to be some sort of interactivity – a way of
registering the interest. At the same time, if you put a printer
on the back of the screen, you would not necessarily print out
the full details of the house, because you would still want to
encourage people to go back into the estate agent's main
premises. Instead, you would print out a summary of the
details, which would also specify the origin of the lead; for
example the local shop. By doing so, the estate agent knows
where it was generated and can appropriately reward its
partner shop if it turns into a sale.

What other kinds of activity or domain can use this type of
application?
The whole idea is to get away from digital signage in the way
that it is currently understood and perceived. You can see
examples like interactive sales people in technological retail
stores for example, where staff members do not always have
the technical knowledge to address all the consumers'
questions. By using digital signage, you can have an in-house
expert in the form of an interactive screen giving you the facts,
the details, or the technical specifications of the equipment
that you are interested in. If you are a white goods retailer
and you are selling a particular range of fridges that come in
different colours, they are huge things to stock. With a digital
signage system, you would only need to stock one, because
you could view the different colours and different looks and
forms from the screen. Another interesting application is that
of interactive systems for the DIY trade. Today, we have a
situation where most of them have leaflets on "how to". That's
a perfect example for print-on-demand. Instead of having all
this literature, why not take it a little bit further and just turn to
digital signage, allowing people to go in and type in the size
of their room on an interactive screen. The screen would then
answer, "You need ten litres of paint to cover a wall this size"
and at the same time "By the way have you bought thinners?
... You can find them in aisle X” or “Purchase your paint
brushes now and earn a 10% discount". I personally never
know how much paint to buy when I go in there! For fast food
or coffee shop chains, why not have a loyalty card system
where when you come in, you swipe your card on the screen
and a message comes up on the screen like "Welcome back,
do you want the usual?" Or if it's little Johnny's birthday it
knows that it is and the screen says "Happy birthday Johnny"
because he's part of the loyalty program. Again you can even
mix the content on the screens with messages aimed at the
community to give them something back.

As the background of the company comes from the banking
sector, are there any new specific applications similar to
those that we talked about for real estate?
One of the issues that everyone has is to drive customers into
their premises. Banks in particular have that problem...
probably even more so than retailers, partly because you can
do so much of your banking operations online these days. To
remedy this, an application we use with one particular bank
www.cleverdis.com

is putting screens and merchandising not just in the bank but
in other shops in the same area. All the local shops are in a
kind of league table, competing with each other to drive their
customers into the bank. The shop hands the customer a leaflet
so the bank can identify where the lead came from. They go
up and scan it in the local shop and if the customer wins, a
message will flash on screen saying "Run around the corner
into the bank and pick up your prize!"

So interactivity and originality in marketing are becoming
increasingly important?
Yes... Even if it is something as simple as asking four or five
questions to clients walking into a bank like "What are you
interested in?" and people just have to touch the screen, the
marketing department can see in real time from a web
browser what interactions are happening in which banks at
what time. Interactivity also allows management to know
what type of clientele is in the premises at different times of
the day. You can then tailor your play-lists to match those
different clientele. In the end, marketing people shouldn't be
thinking "Oh dear we’d better do digital signage because
everyone else is doing digital signage" but rather "What
issues do I need to address"... otherwise you will end up just
putting up a few screens, that might work for adding a little
bit of visual effect to the shop, but will not actually deliver
huge value.

So that's where we are at the moment, and this is obviously
something ScreenRed is actively working on…
It is. We are actively working on a whole new suite of
applications. Some of them are physical bundles in terms of
the screen and built-in PC at the back so that it is an all-inone self-contained unit, while some solutions may just need
software designs. The whole idea has been to develop a
suite of applications that businesses will be able to simply
pick off the shelf. All this will be rolling out progressively as
we test-market the ideas.
Cleverdis SPECIALreport • January 2008
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CASE STUDY

Success Breeds Su

…On these pages, we take a look at a couple of the most recent “flagship” installations of ScreenRed

TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES,
JAPAN
The Situation
A global provider of financial services in more than 32
countries around the world, the Toyota Financial Services (TFS)
companies are little known among retail clients in Japan,
including in their home region in the Aichi Prefecture. The
recent opening of Midland Square, a prestigious shopping
centre attached to the new global headquarters of Toyota in
Nagoya, presented TFS with a high-profile venue in which to
raise the awareness of its offering.

The Challenges
TFS faced a variety of positioning, communications and
regulatory challenges when developing its flagship concept:
• TFS is made up of a variety of separate companies which
must be clearly distinguished for regulatory purposes;
• TFS' unique product line-up does not only incorporate the
basic services characteristic of a retail bank (such as current
accounts) but extends well beyond those offered by wealth
management firms (credit cards and casualty insurance). As
a result, the integrated value proposition defies easy
explanation;
• Middle-class Japanese consumers are unaware of the
breadth of the financial opportunities available to them,
requiring a heavy emphasis on customer education versus
pure awareness and promotion;
• The Toyota name is more closely associated with motor cars
than personal financial services.

12
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The Solution
These challenges were addressed through the creation of a
communications "umbrella" to encompass the full range of TFS
products and services: "How To." This positioning enabled TFS
to focus on consumer education; as well as integrating
disparate product line. For example, credit cards and product
insurance are integrated in a special area called "How to
Spend", whereas mutual funds are presented in another area
called "How to Shop". The sales choreography in the centre of
the shop floor focuses on tools to help customers experience
and learn about better money management.
• A "Life Wall," made up of twelve 70" LCD screens, displays
a running loop of content including up-to-the-minute
marketing information, mini product spots and a schedule of
upcoming seminars;
• "Listening Posts" dotted throughout the store give customers
an opportunity to express their views on money matters. Their
votes are then used to update specific Life Wall segments,
making the content of particular relevance to the local
community;
• A "Demo Bar" provides access to touch screens with
educational content;
• Guests can also attend seminars on a wide range of topics,
purchase refreshments using their mobile phones, examine
the latest mobile phones offered by Nagoya Toyopet, the
area's largest Toyota car dealer, and attend private
consultations with financial experts. All the multimedia
elements are powered by the ScreenRed digital signage
platform.

“These screen-based elements give us complete flexibility and
help us convey news and information in an up-to-the-minute
fashion,” said Toyota Financial Service Corporation senior
Vice-President Mr. You Aoki.

www.cleverdis.com
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ds Success…

CASE STUDY

PNC BANK, USA
The Situation
PNC is a highly diversified and growing financial services
organisation spanning the retail, business and corporate
markets. With more than $93 billion in assets and 150
years under its belt, it is one of the largest financial services
companies in the US. In spite of this growth there were areas
that the marketing team wanted to address:
• A drop in brand awareness within core markets;
• Brand equity was down, and below average among those
aware of the brand;
• Consideration had recently fallen 20%.

The Challenges
PNC created a programme to overcome these challenges,
which would result in:
1. More powerful messaging (to increase awareness and
recall);
2. Greater space to support PNC’s entire product line;
3. More relevant messages on a branch-by-branch basis
(localised);
4. A system that is easy and affordable to manage (to solve
multiple inefficient systems today and accommodate future
growth).

The Solution
The solution was chosen to specifically target the following
criteria:
• Help its Branch Appearance Promise;
• Meet PNC’s marketing requirements;
• Distribute messages quickly to market, and specifically to
relevant segmented sites;
• Have a positive impact on branch staff;
• Improve the selling environment;
• Enable content to be updated easily;
• Impact the overall customer experience positively;
• Build on awareness, brand perception, and consideration.

The ScreenRed solution selected leveraged the inherent
benefits of multimedia: allowing sufficient “shelf-space” for
PNC’s entire service offering, as well as enabling attributesbased targeting for segment marketing. Additionally, the
system allowed for local customisation at each site (where
necessary) and, of importance to any bank, offered central
control and compliance. According to Mark Hendrix, VicePresident of Marketing at PNC “The advent of internet is
changing customer behaviour and people are doing
comparison shopping on-line, meaning branches need to be
more dynamic and revealing of a good merchandising
strategy and delivering followed through to the branch”.

The Results
Against all the criteria initially identified for measuring
marketing effectiveness, the results were as follows:
• Message awareness increased 76%;
• Message recall increased 78%;
• 14.6% of customers saw something that enticed them to
enquire further.
Against the other metrics such as the “Branch Appearance
Promise” the results were similarly very good:
• Customers identifying the branches as “clean and
uncluttered” increased 41.7%;
• Customers identifying the branches as “easy to
understand” increased 11.3%;
• Customers identifying the branches as “well
merchandised” increased 36.3%;
• Customers identifying the branches as “informative”
increased 53.5%.
Indeed Mark Hendrix further endorses the capabilities of the
platform: “The ScreenRed system enhances our brand
messages, making them more engaging, giving us superior
targeting capability and local customisation, making it even
more powerful as a way to engage clients in each local
market”. Finally, but not of least importance was the impact
on the branch staff, with 93% saying that the new system
better informed customers of products and special offers and
80% saying that their selling efforts were better supported by
the new system. With this much positive feedback it seems
likely that the rollout will prove extremely successful and
enable PNC to continue to grow profitably in the future.

www.cleverdis.com
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Strength Through Great Partnerships
Throughout Europe, ScreenRed adds value to the services of numerous technology solutions providers. Here, some of
their key partners explain why they work with ScreenRed...
Telefonica – Daniel Jiménez Muñoz –
Global Accounts Sales Director

SCC – David Lewis – General
Manager EU

Telefonica works with clients who operate
with hundreds of branches in different
countries. We strongly believe in Digital
Signage as a service with a strong potential
and we think that it will have a great impact for the business of retailers
and financial organizations. Together with ScreenRed we are forming our
business units for consulting and the sale of these services and selecting
"early-adopters" for the execution of pilots with the target of increasing
their business. The main difference between ScreenRed and other suppliers
of Digital Signage or Corporate TV is that ScreenRed provides greater
consulting knowledge in different aspects of the business: interoperability,
tailored design of special solutions, utilisation of commercial spaces as well
as measurement of the campaign's success.

ScreenRed’s first and best
opportunity is the fact that they
are
associated
with
an
established business that is
financially secure and with a proven background. There are so many
digital signage companies out there that are small and underfunded.
Although they have good products, these companies are not stable and
therefore they don’t instil confidence in clients. A client could invest millions
of pounds in a system by a company that may or may not be there in a
few years’ time. ScreenRed has the opportunity to use its financial
association with John Ryan to give people confidence. In terms of the
product offering itself, it is a proven product; it works in many different
environments and has been used all over the world. It allows you to
produce a pick-list of products that you can discuss with the client. They
can then pick individual items, which makes it possible to fit different
people’s needs. One solution will suit many people so that you can use
ScreenRed in many different environments. Other companies’ solutions
may be tailored for one type of environment, which means you have to
work with a different partner for different environments, whereas with
ScreenRed you can work across the board for your clients.)

T-Systems Enterprise Services
GmbH – Bernd Krakau
Member of the Board Industry
Line Services
ScreenRed is one of our preferred SW-partner for digital signage solutions
in Italy and Spain. The T-Systems entities work closely together with
ScreenRed concerning offering and delivering the specific ICT-solution.
Our goal is to deliver best of breed in digital signage designed for our customer needs. Flexibility and reliability is the key to serve all benefits for our
customers.

Venue Solutions – Roger Saunt –
Head of Sales
If you have a client who has
many sites and a poor network
between the sites, the fact that
ScreenRed can be delivered by
email and uploaded into the machine or sent out on a memory stick or on
a disk is really good. The second thing is the fact that they have interactivity: you can get real-time data back of how people are interacting with
the media or you can have some questions and you can get that information back to the marketeers.

LCS – Philippe Bonnargent –
CEO
It is evident that ScreenRed’s
approach to OOH Digital
Marketing is based on their
consulting prowess, thanks to the
background of John Ryan. It’s not an approach like some other major
players, without naming names, where the products are developed solely
by technical engineers. Here you can tell that it’s not an engineer who designed the product... it’s someone who understands marketing concepts. We
find this in the very functionality of the product, which is always based on
Return on Investment and turned towards improving the way people can
use this tool and more finely target the communication for the end customers.
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Dot One New Media – Antonio Galvao Lucas
– CEO
Other competitors, mainly on the technology
side, have a very risk-free view of this
business, putting all the pressure on the
companies making the solutions and
providing the advertisement, and that is not good. The kind of commitment
that I am seeing from John Ryan & ScreenRed makes me very confident in
the future of this partnership.

Vjive Networks – Rajesh Jog –
CEO

“In the currently booming retail
banking sector, we believe that
the ScreenRed digital marketing
platform is the most robust and
scalable solution available. We have tested this across multiple parameters
and we believe it can add tremendous value to our retail bank partners’ inbranch marketing efforts. The market response to the VJIVE/ScreenRed
offering has been tremendous and believe that our solutions will be key in
improving customer communications and maximizing in–branch sales”
said Mr Rajesh Jog, CEO, VJIVE Networks, while announcing the partnership with John Ryan International.

Onscreen Solutions – Robert
Fulton – Sales Director
ScreenRed is a solution that has
been tried and tested in
thousands of units so when you are making a financial commitment to use
or retail software you know you are not going to have major issues with it.
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Gérard Lefebvre, President & Founder — Cleverdis

The United States have often been pioneers in the field of technologies and their applications. It’s
thus not surprising that yet again, and logically in an emerging sector – that of Digital Signage
– what’s new comes from the “other side of the pond”. Taking advantage of the strong dynamic
of the US market in past years as well as its immense size, John Ryan, thanks to its subsidiary
ScreenRed, is one of the major players that the European market needed in order to enter this
phase of maturity. The enthusiasm and professionalism of their President Nancy Radermecher (see
interview Page 3) is at the heart of the image that the “majors” are attempting to give the market.
Beyond the traditional ideas of equipment / infrastructure / content / maintenance, the idea and
concept of ScreenRed are clear: to give the user – in the framework of a total “turnkey” solution
(including consulting) – all the tools that modern multimedia marketing can possibly offer.
In addition to highlighting the tremendous potential of ScreenRed, this SPECIALreport is also a
veritable advisory to investors… With the arrival of global players such as ScreenRed, this market
and its traditional actors will most likely see a strong period of consolidation!
It is exciting to see that in the not too distant future, ScreenRed will be further adding to the
dimension of their offering, with new and innovative solutions specifically tailored to different
vertical markets. Watch this space!

•
•
•
•
•
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